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MILP models: Introduction
A Mixed Integer Linear Programming model (MILP)
A MILP general model:
(P) z(P) = min
∑
j=1,...,n cjxj
s.t.
∑
j=1,...,n aijxj = bi , i = 1, . . . ,m∑
j=1,...,n aijxj ≥ bi , i = m + 1, . . . ,m
xj <> 0, j = 1, . . . ,n
xj integer j = 1, . . . ,n
Coefficients:
A = [m, n] = {aij}, (m × n) dimensional matrix;
b = [m],m dimensional vector;
c = [n], n dimensional vector;
Variables:
x = [n], n dimensional vector of variables.
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MILP models: Introduction
A MILP model
Why Mixed Integer Linear Programming model?
Integer and continuous variables are both considered;
If n = n, P is a Integer Programming Problem (ILP) whereas,
if n = 0, P is a Linear Programming Problem (LP).
Why Mixed Integer Linear Programming model ?
The constraints and the objective function are modeled using linear
equalities/inequalities, i.e., linear combinations of the variables xj and the
coefficients aij and cj respectively;
If some inequality or the objective function are not linear, the resulting model
is a Non Linear Programming Model.
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MILP models: Introduction
Why MILP?
Effective solution techniques:
Branch&Bound, Branch&Cut, Branch&Price,...
Software available (CPLEX, XPRESS, GLPK,..)
Huge problems can be easily solved
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MILP models: Introduction
MILP Constraints
The resources used in a optimization problem are always limited by a set
of constraints.
Budget constraints. Resources are not unlimited: a max quantity is
available (≤);
Minimum quantity constraints. Resources have to be used at least in a
minimum quantity (≥);
Balance constraints. Resources have to be used in a fixed balanced
quantity (=);
Incompatibility constraints. Resources cannot be used in a certain mix;
Logical or disjunctive constraints. Resources have to be used following
logical restrictions.
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem (KP-01)
Data:
A knapsack with capacity W ;
n objects, for each object is specified:
i) wj > 0 weight, (j = 1, . . . , n);
ii) pj > 0 profit, (j = 1, . . . , n);
Requirements on the data:
i) W <
∑n
j=1 wj ;
ii) wj ≤ W , j = 1, . . . , n;
Objective:
Determine the maximum profit subset of objects to be inserted in the
knapsack.
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem (KP-01)
Variables:
xj :=
{
1 if object j is inserted in the knapsack
0 otherwise (j = 1, . . . ,n)
The Knapsack-01 ILP model:
(KP − 01) z = max
n∑
j=1
pjxj (1)
n∑
j=1
wjxj ≤W (2)
xj ∈ {0,1}, j = 1, . . . ,n (3)
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION - LOGISTICS
The most common application of knapsack problem is logistics: goods
depots, freight transportation, truck loading.
Generally logistic companies have to load n different types of goods j
(j = 1 . . . n) on a transport vehicle.
The vehicle has a maximum capacity W .
Each good j has a value (for example a profit) pj and a weight or a
volume wj
The objective is to find the optimal subset of goods that can be loaded on
the vehicle in order to maximize the global profit without exceeding the
vehicle capacity.
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION - FINANCE
A possible application of knapsack problem in financial field is related to
the investment choices
There are n different types of available investments
Each possible investment j has a potential profit pj
Each investment j requires an outlay wj
The available amount of money is W
The objective is to select the best investment combination, maximizing
the profit and without exceeding the available amount of money.
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
KP-01 with equality constraint :(2) is replaced by
n∑
j=1
wjxj = W
KP-01 with minimum objective function:
(KP −min) z = min
n∑
j=1
cjxj (4)
n∑
j=1
wjxj ≥ B (5)
xj ∈ {0,1}, j = 1, . . . ,n (6)
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
Multiple-Choice KP:
The objects are partitioned in k subsets:
N = N1 ∪ N2 · · · ∪ Nk
For each subset Ni no more than one object has to be inserted in the
knapsack;
The following constraints have to be added to the (KP-01) model:∑
j∈N`
xj ≤ 1, ` = 1, . . . , k
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
KP-bounded (KB−b):
The generic object j is available in multiple copies;
For each object, no more than `j copies have to be inserted in the knapsack;
xj is the number of selected objects of type j
The KP-Bounded ILP Model:
(KP − b) z = max
n∑
j=1
pjxj (7)
n∑
j=1
wjxj ≤ W (8)
0 ≤ xj ≤ `j , j = 1, . . . , n (9)
xj integer, j = 1, . . . , n (10)
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
Subset-Sum Problem (SSP):
Profits are equal to weights:
pj = wj , j = 1, . . . , n
The Subset-Sum ILP Model:
(SSP) max
n∑
j=1
wjxj
n∑
j=1
wjxj ≤ W
xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, . . . , n
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
Subset-Sum Problem (SSP) - A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION:
The most common application is about cutting problems: for example,
cutting bars minimizing production waste
A frame production company has to cut different aluminum pieces from bars
of fixed length W
Each required piece j has its own size (length) wj
The objective is to find the best subset of pieces that can be realized from
the given bar, in order to minimize the waste (that is the length of bar that
cannot be used after the realization of the different pieces)
Exercise.
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
Two-Constraints KP (2KP)
Data:
The knapsack has maximum allowed volume load V ;
Each object has associated a volume vj , j = 1, . . . , n;
The Two-Constraints KP ILP Model:
(2DKP) z = max
n∑
j=1
pjxj
n∑
j=1
wjxj ≤ W
n∑
j=1
vjxj ≤ V
xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, . . . , n
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
Multiple KP
Data:
m knapsacks are available, each one with Wi capacity, i = 1, . . . ,m;
Data restrictions:∑n
j=1 wj > max{Wi , i = 1, . . . ,m}
wj ≤ max{Wi , i = 1, . . . ,m} j = 1, . . . , n
min{Wi , i = 1, . . . ,m} ≥ min{wj , j = 1, . . . , n}
Variables:
xij :=
{
1 if object j is in knapsack i
0 otherwise i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
The Multiple KP ILP Model:
(MKP) z = max
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
pjxij (11)
n∑
j=1
wjxij ≤Wi , i = 1, . . . ,m (12)
m∑
i=1
xij ≤ 1, j = 1, . . . ,n (13)
xij ∈ {0,1}, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . ,n (14)
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Packing Problems Knapsack Problem and Variants
Knapsack Problem: Variants
Multiple KP - A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION:
Let us develop the financial problem proposed in the knapsack application
section: each investment j can be part of a portfolio that contains different
kinds of investment in order to reduce the financial risk
Each investment j has a profit pj and requires money wj
Each investment j (j = 1 . . . n) can be assigned to a portfolio i (i = 1 . . .m):
xij is the binary variable equal to 1 if the investment j is assigned to the
portfolio i
Each portfolio i is upper limited by a budget: Wi is the roof budget of the
portfolio i
The objective is to find the best investment combination in order to maximize
profit and in order to respect the constraints due to the maximum budget of
each portfolio i
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Packing Problems Bin Packing Problem and Variants
Bin Packing Problem
Data:
n bins each one with capacity W ;
n objects, for each object is specified a wj > 0 weight value, j = 1, . . . , n;
Data requirements:
i) wj ≤ W j = 1, . . . , n;
Objective:
Determine the minimum number of bins to pack each object in a bin.
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Packing Problems Bin Packing Problem and Variants
Bin Packing Problem
Variables:
yi :=
{
1 if bin i is used in the solution
0 otherwise i = 1, . . . ,n
xij :=
{
1 if object j is packed in bin i
0 otherwise j = 1, . . . ,n; i = 1, . . . ,n.
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Packing Problems Bin Packing Problem and Variants
Bin Packing Problem
The Bin Packing ILP model:
(BP) z = min
n∑
i=1
yi (15)
n∑
j=1
wjxij ≤Wyi , i = 1, . . . ,n (16)
n∑
i=1
xij = 1, j = 1, . . . ,n (17)
yi ∈ {0,1}, i = 1, . . . ,n (18)
xij ∈ {0,1}, i , j = 1, . . . ,n (19)
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Packing Problems Bin Packing Problem and Variants
Bin Packing Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
An Information Technology company has to optimize the task execution
on a multiprocessor system
There is a set of n tasks tj (j = 1 . . . n)
There is a set of p processors pi (i = 1 . . .m)
Each task has a duration wj and must be executed in one processor
Each processor can execute tasks in sequence (not two tasks
simultaneously) and there is a global execution time of the tasks wj that
cannot be longer than a fixed deadline W
The objective is to minimize the number of used processors.
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Packing Problems Bin Packing Problem and Variants
Bin Packing Problem Variants
Vector Packing Problem
Data:
Each bin has k dimensions, bounded by the corresponding Wt value (capacity,
volume,..);
Each object has a wjt value associated with each bin dimension;
The VPP ILP Model:
(VPP) z = min
n∑
i=1
yi
n∑
j=1
wjtxij ≤ Wtyi , i = 1, . . . , n; t = 1, . . . , k
n∑
i=1
xij = 1, j = 1, . . . , n
yi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n
xij ∈ {0, 1}, i, j = 1, . . . , n
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Packing Problems Bin Packing Problem and Variants
Bin Packing Problem
Exercises (in italian):
Exercise 1
Exercise 2
Exercise 3
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Covering Problem (SCP)
Data:
A [m × n] matrix with binary coefficients {aij};
A [n] dimensional cost vector with cj terms;
Objective:
Cover all the rows of the matrix [m × n] of coefficient {aij},
using the minimum cost subset of columns;
Variables:
A [n] vector of binary variables, xj , j = 1, . . . , n such that:
xj =
{
1 if column j of cost cj is in the solution;
0 otherwise.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Covering Problem (SCP)
The Set Covering ILP model:
(SCP) z = min
n∑
j=1
cjxj
n∑
j=1
aijxj ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . ,m
xj ∈ {0,1}, j = 1, . . . ,n
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Covering Problem (SCP)
A numerical example:
The Data: m = 3, n = 6, cj = [9,3,2,4,6,3]
The Model:
1 2 3 4 5 6
(aij) =
1
2
3
 1 0 1 0 1 00 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1

Optimal Solution S = {2,3}, Cost Value = 5.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Covering Problem (SCP)
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
The local administration of a city has to decide where to build fire stations.
The city map is divided into areas. Each station has a cost and can be
built in each area.
Once that a station is built in an area, it can manage the emergency of
the area itself and of the adjacent areas.
The objective is to minimize the number of stations to be built (that means
minimize the cost related to the stations), ensuring that each area will be
covered by at least one fire station.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Covering Problem (SCP)
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
set-covering-eps-converted-to.pdf
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Partitioning Problem
Data:
A m × n matrix with binary coefficients (aij);
A n dimensional cost vector with ci terms;
Objective:
Cover exactly once all the rows of the matrix m × n of coefficient (aij),
using the minimum cost subset of columns;
Variables:
A [n] vector of binary variables, xj , j = 1, . . . , n such that:
xj =
{
1 if column j of cost cj is in the solution;
0 otherwise.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Partitioning Problem
The Set Partitioning ILP model:
(SPP) z = min
n∑
j=1
cjxj
n∑
j=1
aijxj = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m
xj ∈ {0,1}, j = 1, . . . ,n
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Partitioning Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
Crew Scheduling Example [Trick, 1998]
One interesting (and profitable!) area where set partitioning is used is in
airline crew scheduling. Next to fuel costs, personnel costs are the
largest cost an airline faces; captain salaries of $150,000 per year are not
unusual. The effective use of personnel can have a tremendous impact
on the bottom line. There are, however, a tremendous number of
restrictions on how airline personnel are used. Between FAA regulations
and union contracts, determining a feasible crew schedule is a very
difficult problem. About ten years ago, American Airline was interested in
applying OR techniques to crew scheduling. In their formulation, a
variable is created for each feasible schedule for a single crew. For
instance, a schedule where the crew leaves Pittsburgh at 7:15AM on
Tuesday, arrives in NY at 8:30, leaves NY at 9:00, arrives Atlanta at
11:00, leaves Atlanta at 12:00 and arrives Pittsburgh at 2:30 would
correspond to a single variable.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Partitioning Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
Crew Scheduling ... continue
The cost of setting that variable to 1 (meaning to have a crew fly that
schedule) would be based on the union contract and other regulations.
As you can imagine, there are a tremendous number of variables. The
constraints, however are very simple. For each flight (called a leg), it is
necessary to choose a schedule that includes that flight. This leads to a
constraint of the form x1 + x4 + x55 + x5534 + . . . = 1 if schedules 1, 4,
55, 5534 and so on all contain the 7:15 Tuesday flight from Pittsburgh to
NY (for example). While the resulting is very large, the savings that result
from finding good solutions are so large that a tremendous amount of
work has gone into finding techniques for solving these problems. In fact,
the group within American has spun off into a consulting operation (now
part of Sabre Technologies), and is one of the most profitable areas for
American Airlines.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Partitioning Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
Crew Scheduling - example
A public transport company has to organize the shift work of its drivers
There are 8 rides that must be done (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8) and each
ride is defined by a departure time and a departure location and by an arrival
time and an arrival location.
One shift work consists of a sequence of compatible rides.
The shift works have been defined like that: T1={c1, c2, c3}; T2={c2, c4, c5,
c7}; T3={c5, c6, c7}; T4={c4, c8}; T5={c1, c6, c7, c8}; T6={c2, c3, c4, c5};
T7={c3, c6, c7}
The cost of each shift work is different: cT1=10; cT2=22; cT3=15; cT4=8;
cT5=20; cT6=18; cT7=9
The objective is to choose the optimal shift works combination in order to
minimize costs and cover each ride.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Packing Problem
Data:
A m × n matrix with binary coefficients (aij)
A n dimensional profit vector with pi terms;
Objective:
Pack the rows of the matrix m × n of coefficient (aij),
corresponding to the maximum profit subset of columns;
Variables:
A [n] vector of binary variables, xj , j = 1, . . . , n such that:
xj =
{
1 if column j of profit pj is in the solution;
0 otherwise.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Packing Problem
The Set Packing ILP model:
(SPkP) z = max
n∑
j=1
pjxj
n∑
j=1
aijxj ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,m (20)
xj ∈ {0,1}, j = 1, . . . ,n (21)
Exercise (in italian).
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Packing Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
A Regional Committee has to take decisions about the installation of
incinerators, choosing among 10 areas p1, . . . ,p10, near 8 cities
C1, . . . ,C8.
The following table shows 1 if the area is near the city. The second last
line shows the capacity of each plant (metric ton per day) while the last
line shows the installation cost in million of Euros.
set-packing-eps-converted-to.pdf
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Set Packing Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION ... continue
The Regional Committee does not want to install more than one plant
near each city. The objective is to maximize the production capacity of
the open plants, without exceeding the total available budget of 30 million
of Euros.
The problem is a set packing with the addition of a capacity constraint.
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Covering Problems: Analogies
Analogies between the covering family of problems
(Set Covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing):
i) The xi variables are binary;
ii) All the aij coefficients are 0–1;
iii) All the bi coefficients of the right-hand-side assume value 1;
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Set covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing Problems
Covering Problems: Differences
Differences between the covering family of problems
(Set Covering, Set Partitioning, Set Packing):
i) The sense of the constraints (≤, =, ≥, respectively);
ii) The objective function ( min, min, max , respectively);
iii) The existence of a feasible solution
Set Covering: A feasible solution exists if the solution xi = 1, i = 1, . . . , n is
feasible
Set Partitioning: Difficult to establish if a feasible solution exists
Set Packing: The solution xi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n is always feasible
iv) The strength of the model:
Set Covering: strong,
Set Partitioning: not strong,
Set Packing: it can become stronger with constraint enhancements.
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Assignment Problem
Assignment Problem
Data:
A set of items A of cardinality n
(i.e. sources, objects, rows in a square matrix);
A set of items B of cardinality n
(i.e. terminals, bins, columns in a square matrix, respectively);
The square cost matrix C = {cij}, i, j = 1, . . . , n,
containing the cost to assign each item i ∈ A to each item j ∈ B;
Objective:
Assign each item in A to a item in B,
minimizing the global assignment cost;
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Assignment Problem
Assignment Problem
Variables:
xij :=
{
1 if item i ∈ A is assigned to item j ∈ B
0 otherwise i , j = 1, . . . ,n;
The AP ILP model:
(AP) z = min
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijxij
n∑
i=1
xij = 1, j = 1, . . . ,n
n∑
j=1
xij = 1, i = 1, . . . ,n
xij ∈ {0,1}, i = 1, . . . ,n; j = i , . . . ,n.
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Assignment Problem
Assignment Problem
POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATIONS
In a classical application there are a number of agents and a number of
tasks. Any agent can be assigned to perform any task, incurring some
cost that may vary depending on the agent-task assignment. It is
required to perform all tasks by assigning exactly one agent to each task
in such a way that the total cost of the assignment is minimized.
A computer cluster of m = 4 machines receives n = 12 processes.
The time (in minutes) requested to execute each process j , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}
on each machine i , i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is reported in the following table.
The objective is to assign each process to a machine in order to
terminate all the processes using the minimum amount of minutes
assignment-eps-converted-to.pdf
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Assignment Problem
Assignment Problem
POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATIONS
j is the process index (j = 1, . . . ,n, where n = 12 is the number of
process)
i is the machine index (i = 1, . . . ,m, where m = 4 is the number of
machines)
pij is the execution time of process j on machine i (see the previous table)
xij is the binary variable equal to 1 if process j is assigned to machine i ,
or equal to 0 otherwise
the objective function is min
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 pijxij
constraint is
∑m
i=1 xij = 1 j = 1, . . . ,n
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Assignment Problem
Generalized Assignment Problem
Data:
A set of items B of cardinality m, each one characterized by a capacity bi
A set of items A of cardinality n, each characterized by aij as the size
of item j when it is assigned to item i ∈ B;
The square cost matrix C = {cij}, i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n,
containing the cost to assign each item j ∈ A to each item i ∈ B;
Objective:
Assign each item in A to an item in B,
minimizing the global assignment cost and without violating the capacity (or
budget) restrictions;
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Assignment Problem
Generalized Assignment Problem
Variables:
xij =
{
1 if item j ∈ A is assigned to item i ∈ B;
0 otherwise.
The Generalized Assignment ILP Problem:
(GAP) z = min
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijxij
m∑
i=1
xij = 1, j = 1, . . . ,n (22)
n∑
j=1
aijxij ≤ bi , i = 1, . . . ,m (23)
xij ∈ {0,1}, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,n
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Assignment Problem
Generalized Assignment Problem
A POSSIBLE REAL APPLICATION
In a generalized assignment problem There are a number of agents and
a number of tasks. Any agent can be assigned to perform any task,
incurring some cost and profit that may vary depending on the agent-task
assignment. Moreover, each agent has a budget and the sum of the
costs of tasks assigned to it cannot exceed this budget.
A computer cluster of m machines receives n processes.
The time (in minutes) requested to execute each process j , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}
on each machine i , i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is known.
Each machine has a capacity: the sum of the time requested by the tasks
assigned to the machine cannot exceed the capacity
The objective is to assign each process to a machine in order to
terminate the processes using the minimum amount of minutes and
respecting the capacity of each machine.
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Assignment Problem
Generalized Assignment Problem
Exercises (in italian):
Exercise 1
Exercise 2
Exercise 3
Exercise 4
Exercise 5
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Facility Location Problem
Facility Location Problem
Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem
Data:
n facilities can be activated,
if a facility is activated a fixed cost fj has to be paid;
m customers to be served,
each one has to be served by a facility j determining a service cost cij ;
Objective:
Determine the facilities to be activated and which facility serves each customer,
in order to minimize the total cost.
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Facility Location Problem
Facility Location Problem
Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem
Variables:
yj :=
{
1 if facility j is activated
0 otherwise j = 1, . . . , n;
xij :=
{
1 if customer i is serviced by facility j
0 otherwise i = 1, . . . ,m; j = i, . . . , n;
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Facility Location Problem
Facility Location Problem
Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem
The UFLP ILP model:
(UFLP) z = min
n∑
j=1
fjyj +
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijxij
n∑
j=1
xij = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m (24)
xij ≤ yj , i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n (25)
yj , xij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n
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Facility Location Problem
Facility Location Problem
Capacitated Facility Location Problem
Data:
n facilities can be activated,
each one with a maximum served quantity bj and
if a facility is activated a fixed cost fj has to be paid;
m customers to be served,
asking for a service quantity di and
each one has to be served by a facility j determining a service cost cij ;
Objective:
Determine the facilities to be activated and which facility serves each customer,
in order to minimize the total cost.
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Facility Location Problem
Facility Location Problem
Capacitated Facility Location Problem
Variables:
yj :=
{
1 if facility j is activated
0 otherwise j = 1, . . . , n;
xij :=
{
1 if customer i is serviced by facility j
0 otherwise i = 1, . . . ,m; j = i, . . . , n;
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Facility Location Problem
Capacitated Facility Location Problem
The CFLP ILP model:
(CFLP) z = min
n∑
j=1
fjyj +
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijxij
n∑
j=1
xij = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m (26)
xij ≤ yj , i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n (27)
m∑
i=1
dixij ≤ bjyj , j = 1, . . . , n (28)
yj , xij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n
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Facility Location Problem
Facility Location Problem
Exercises (in italian):
Exercise 1
Exercise 2
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